Toe private sector in South Africa has become increasingly in � olved in the � ublic � licy process, albeit reluc �� y. Both lhe level of managerial expertise in lhis field and lhe academic understanding of th1S process are extremely lumted. We carried out an empirical study on fifty business leaders in South Africa in order lo develop a systematic understanding of the business community's involvement in public policy. In the first study of its kind, statistical analyses were carried out on both the private sector's public policy issue prioritization and strategy selection and usage patterns. The prioritization of selected strategies revealed that the business community had adopted a set of 'insider' strategies in order to influence the public policy process, reflecting a 'toenadering' in the relationship between the business community and government. Toe diversity within the privare sector, of bolh the prcx:ess and content of public policy involvement, is empirically documented via the use of correspondence analysis, resulting in the inherent structure of the private sector's public policy involvement being well represented in two dimensional space. The major differentiating factors being the choice between confrontational or 'insider' strategies and the choice between economic or socio-political issues. From this basis, a strategic management approach towards socio-political involvement for the business community is developed. This is based on the use of a matrix incorporating faclorS such as change processes, power bases, issue life cycles and resources within business organizations; leading to the selection of appropriate strategies in order lo influence change in public policy. It is hoped that this article will assist South African management in the optimal allcx:ation of resources to socio-political activities.
Introduction
the years that lie ahead ..... It is of utmost importanc e that the centripetal forces outweigh the centrifugal forces in the relationship between the public and private sectors in this country'. Nelson Mandela said at the Consultative Business Movement Conference on 'Options for Building an Econo mic Future' in May 1990 'You, as businessmen and women, have the obligation to engage in this process. We trust that you will consider this carefully and reflect on the question "What are you prepared to do for your country?"'.
The South African business sector has been involved with public policy issues for over a decade. There has been a marked escalation in this activity in the last two years which is reflected in the daily reports of the popular press (Lee & Schlemmer, 1991: 96). However, little empirical work has been carried out on this area of strategic management and as a consequence there is paltry evidence of what constitutes management expenise in this process.
The role of business in public policy has been recognised internationally as a legitimate area of activity (Ryan, Swan son & Buchholz, 1987: 16-19; Frederick, Davis & Post, 1988: 18�208). In particular, Wilson found after an ex tensive international comparative study that, 'We are living in an age of business political organi zations in which employers routinely concern them selves with political issues' (1985: 140). In South Africa the role of business has been legitimized by both government itself and black leaders. In his speech made at the Financial Mail's Investment Conference at the end of 1989, Mr F.W. de Klerk, the State President, said, 'In The co-alignment of business organizations with the poli tical operating environment (Zeithaml, Keim & Baysinger, 1988: 377-393) is becoming a key factor in strategic busi ness management in this country. It was, thus, felt important to document the current practices of the business commu nity, in this regard, and then, from this knowledge, to de velop a model for optimizing business' involvement with public policy in South Africa.
The authors carried out an empirical study on fifty busi ness leaders in South Africa in order to develop a systematic understanding of the business community's involvement in public policy. Statistical analyses were carried out on both
